
 

AP Literature and Composition 

Summer Reading Presentations 

Objectives: 

 

   Students demonstrate the intertextuality of five (5) works, analyze the universal 

connections to society, and defend these connections using textual evidence. 

 

   Students visually and orally integrate and represent their content.  

 

In groups of no more than four (4), create a product, political cartoon, travel guide, 

collage, tapestry, painting or drawing, commercial, film or other professional presentation 

comprised primarily of visual rather than linguistic arguments.  You must demonstrate 

the connection(s) between one (1) Foster chapter and four (4) of the works you have read 

this summer and one (1) work from your past English courses.  A work from each 

student’s summer reading must be represented, but they may be of any genre.  Please 

study and analyze examples of your product’s characteristics to get your product just 

right. I have included the “analyzing visual media questions” cheat sheet on my website 

to remind you of what to consider. 

 

Your visual “argument” must include the following: 

a) acknowledgement of and engagement with the audience 

b) a claim of connections and relationships between 5 works to a Foster chapter 

and defense of how the Foster chapter contributes to the universal idea(s) of 

the texts. 

c) visual evidence of claim and support demonstrating intertextuality. 

d) fewer than 6 words carefully chosen to enhance your argument for the 

intertextuality. 

 

For example, if we discovered that we all read works which featured some kind of hero’s 

journey, we may choose Chapter One, “Every Trip is a Quest” for our unifying Foster 

chapter.  Each of us would choose one work that we read this summer which featured a 

quest and then one work from our past English classes which also featured a quest and we 

would discuss the unifying features of our texts.  We would then come up with a creative 

means for uniquely and insightfully reflecting our correlations, and we would assemble 

the product.  In our class presentation we would be sure to display the product and 

prepare brief, but thorough oral arguments with relevant details and evidence for our 

argument, including relationships to theme. Each member of our group would have a turn 

at presenting.  

 

Remember the goal is to demonstrate that you have not read with just your eyes, so 

please use plot summary only to set the context of your evidence. You have your 

assessment sheet for the presentation section, and I will be focusing on your ability to 

convince the audience of the commonality between these works; your ability to analyze 

like a professor by avoiding plot summary and focusing on the purpose or theme; and 

your ability to think creatively.  You are encouraged to think outside of the box! Your 

classmates are counting on you to inspire them to read these works or to view previously 

read works in a new way.  A great way to prep for the exam as well.  

 

Have fun and good luck.  See me if you prefer to work alone or with a partner.   


